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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, what more is there for the resolute fellow to doubt?    The activity
going on right now-whose is it?    Grasp and use but never name-this is called the ‘mysterious
principle.’    Come to such understanding as this, and there are no dharmas to be disliked.

“A man of old said:
        My mind turns in accordance with the myriad circumstances,
        And this turning, in truth, is most mysterious.
        Recognizing my nature while according with the flow,
        I’ve no more joy nor any sorrow.”

If you’ve really clearly grasped what I’ve been talking about up until now then I guess
you can say that you are able to understand Buddhism.    I guess you are all clear by now about
the fact that these two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata,
thus going and thus coming are the very activities which create all of us, all existent beings, and
create the world which we live in.    And I think you also probably really understand clearly that
these two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are living in one home, are living in one world,
and doing the activity we call making a home, or residing.    And I think you probably have come
to be able to manifest the wisdom that clearly knows that there is no other world, there are no
other worlds outside of this one world in which tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting.

It’s natural then for a question to come up in your mind, “Why is it that these two mutu-
ally opposing activities which are acting in one world, not two worlds but one, why is that they
are acting?    Why are they doing activity?”    In Tathagata Zen we do not allow you to accept
anything unquestioningly, or uncritically.    For example why is it that the benevolent,    good God
appears?    If you simply acknowledge as being true or valid the existence of good and evil with-
out clearly understanding the principle of the origin of good and evil, we say that this kind of
thinking is just like a dream.

Everybody  says  that  human  beings  can’t  continue  their  existence  without  love,  (and
maybe that’s true).    But what I’m saying is that if you simply accept love without understanding
what love is, then, although you might say human beings can’t live without love that kind of talk
is just like dream talk, talking in your sleep.    If you say that people, when people meet with hap-
piness they don’t have suffering, then you have to also say that when they’re suffering they aren’t
meeting with happiness.      (Replace underlined part with: “人間は楽しく有るのが本当であっ
て、苦しむ必要はないのだとが言えば言えるが、逆に人間は苦しいものであって楽しい
ことはないのだということも言える訳だ。If you can say that human beings are (basically)
happy , and there is no need for suffering, then you can say that, but, oppositely you can also say
that human beings are (basically) things which suffer, and they have no (little if any) happi-
ness.”)    But in the same way if you talk about joy and sorrow without really understanding the
principle of joy and sorrow, then it’s the same as accepting good and evil without understanding
the principle of good and evil.    You’re simply talking in your dream.    

The absolute God, does the absolute God, is that the thing which creates good and evil?
Is the absolute God the thing which creates suffering?    If you think in that way, well, it’s not a
bad thing I guess.    Why is it that this unique, one and only God creates good and evil?    Why
does this one God create the positions of happiness and sorrow?    Tathagata Zen won’t allow you
to simply, unconditionally, unquestioningly say that God makes suffering, God makes joy, God,
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makes good, God makes evil.
It’s fine to say that all existent things are born from God, but what I’m asking you is what

activity does God do when God gives birth to all existent things?    We aren’t children anymore.
So what I’m telling you is that, quit, leave off simply like a child unquestioningly accepting the
existence of love or truth or good or evil.    

So Buddhism and Tathagata Zen, we ask you, we tell you that in order to solve these
problems there is no other way than to somehow learn to recognize these two mutually opposing
activities  of  tatha-gata  and tatha-agata.      These  are  the  two activities  which  constitute  God.
These are the two activities which bring everything into being. (“Without recognizing them com-
plete wisdom and a truly satisfying way of solving these problems can’t be found”)    

Because Buddhism recognizes, acknowledges the existence of these two mutually oppos-
ing activities then people say that Buddhism is not monistic, it’s a dualistic way of thinking.
But plus and minus never fixate themselves in a state of opposition.    Inevitably plus and minus
will unify.    So this teaching that we call Buddhism also treads upon this perspective of the state
of unification.    But as I said before the foundation of Buddhism is the recognition of these two
opposing activities.    So Buddhism will never call itself a kind of thinking which is a fixated
monistic or monism type of thinking.    

And as I’ve been talking about this state of unification which is made of these two oppos-
ing activities sometimes manifests itself in a condition of contrast or facing or opposition, but
also sometimes it manifests itself in a condition which we can call separation where the two ac-
tivities actually separate from each other.    And as I always tell you when the two mutually op-
posing activities do the activity of separation that is when the three worlds appear.    And as I
said, of course these three worlds are the worlds of past, present, and future.    And because Bud-
dhism walks upon this path of the three worlds we can also call Buddhism a philosophy of in Ja-
panese “sangenron 三元論” or three-ism, something like that.    But it is never the case that
these three worlds of past, present, and future are fixated.    Inevitably these three worlds will dis-
appear and the one and only, one unique world will appear.    And so we can say then that Bud-
dhism is monistic.    But the state of unification itself is not a fixated state.    It’s not simply a state
of rest.    It is an active condition.    Within this condition of unification, within this world which
is unique, the two activities of plus and minus, the two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are
doing a cyclical, repetitive activity of meeting one another and unifying over and over again.

    What I’m saying is that we can say on the one hand that Buddhism is a teaching of
monism,  dualism,  and sangenron,  and we can  also  say  that  it  is  not  a  teaching that  fixates
monism or dualism or three-ism.    Buddhism is the teaching which was born having as its con-
tent all  three of these teachings  of monism, dualism, and sangenron.      This  philosophy, this
teaching we call Buddhism...(a translation slip up corrected mid-stream by Roshi..”don’t use the
word ‘philosophy’...) This teaching called Buddhism, not philosophy, this teaching is not some-
thing that some enlightened person just created or made up themselves.    This is the natural prin-
ciple of nature.    It isn’t that an enlightened person created this philosophy, it’s simply that the
enlightened people happened to discover this natural principle that was already at work.    The
natural principle of monism becoming dualism becoming three-ism, and then three-ism dissolv-
ing itself back to dualism which dissolves itself back into monism.    

We should try to avoid using this word philosophy because it connotates a connotation of
activity of cognition or knowing which will confuse people and make people have a mistaken
view. 

What we call an enlightened person is a person who has caught the wisdom for them-
selves that clearly can understand    the nature of all of us, and the nature of the world that we
live in.    Buddhism doesn’t call this activity of wisdom of an enlightened person “philosophy,”
but I guess it isn’t a really bad thing to call it philosophy.    

The teaching which was born which we call Buddhism is something that never fixates it-
self in the standpoint of monism or dualism or three-ism, it uses all of these standpoints however
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in order to teach. 
The teaching of enlightened people comes from their having caught the wisdom for them-

selves of what kind of an activity the condition of the origin or the condition of the source is do-
ing, and they discovered that the condition of the origin is doing an activity is which plus and mi-
nus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata are repetitively facing or contrasting to one another and then uni-
fying with each other.    

All I’m doing is imitating the Buddha.    I’m just borrowing his words and sitting up here
and taking his place to explain this principle to you.    If you study Buddhism, if you study Zen
then you should be able to speak in the way a Buddha speaks.    But that isn’t the real thing.    To
be the real thing, to be a truly enlightened person you have to be able to freely teach in your own
unique way.    The practice which we call doing sanzen, this practice means to manifest the wis-
dom of your knowing.    It doesn’t matter how you do it but that’s the practice of it.    That’s why
we call the teaching of Buddhism the teaching of the activity of wisdom.    

If you define philosophy as the learning of a way of cognition, a way of knowing, then I
guess you can say that there are some similarities between philosophy and Buddhism.    But phi-
losophy doesn’t have the aspect of practice.    I guess actually you can’t say that there is no aspect
of practice in philosophy because actually any kind of mental activity is practice, but philosophy
doesn’t have the kind of aspect of practice that Buddhism has.    The kind of aspect of practice
that says, “This thing is myself,” taking your whole body and throwing yourself into practice like
that.      (“What is this?”    And then using one’s whole body concludes “This is myself!”    )    

If you do the complete mental activity, the complete activity of knowing then subject and
object disappear.      But if you do an activity of knowing which leaves some of the subject behind
and leaves some of the object behind, then you will always be in a position where you feel like
you need to know, you feel like you have some doubts about things.    Within the world of com-
plete knowing there are no doubts and there is nothing that we can call knowing either.    There’s
no need to know.    

We’re living in this world which has both men and women in it, but we’re existing here
without having any doubts about what a man is or what a woman is.    What I’m teaching you is
that because you’re standing on the view of having no doubts this is the complete world that
you’re living in.    But, although you’re living in this one world everybody seems to be thinking
about various things and pointing to one person and saying, “that person is good.    That person is
crazy, oh that’s a man, that’s a woman.”    That is what we call the appearance of the incomplete
self.     The incomplete self is self which is manifesting incomplete activity of wisdom.    This
thing that we call the incomplete self is the kind of self which is constantly without hesitation
saying, “I like that.    I don’t like that.    That’s a good person.    That’s a bad person.”    It’s the
conclusion of Buddhism that no matter what magnificent lovely things you’re able to say and do,
as long as you are standing on the position of the incomplete activity of consciousness you will
never be able to escape from this world of good and evil.    If you can see from the perspective of
prajna, from the perspective of complete activity of consciousness then there are no good people
there are no bad people, there are no beautiful people, there are no not beautiful people.    What
I’m saying is that without fail there times when the complete self, and also without fail there are
times when the incomplete self also arises.

And it goes without saying that this complete condition is the condition of the origin, it is
the condition of complete wisdom.    It is the origin, the source of everything, from mosquitoes to
ants, to caterpillars, to snakes, to birds, to animals, to human beings.    We call it the condition of
perfected wisdom but if you really think about it you can see that this perfected wisdom, this
condition of the origin has as its content two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and mi-
nus.

You are all here, and you’re trying to learn Zen, and you’re trying to do zazen, so what
I’m telling you is that what we call Zen practice is to contemplate in your zazen the repetitive ac-
tivity of the unification and facing of plus and minus.     The contemplation of the activity of
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dharma is what we call “kanbo  観法” this means to see the dharma activity, to see the activity
of the origin.    To contemplate the dharma activity is called kanbo.    But it seems like you’re
completely ignoring the fact that you should be doing kanbo.    I don’t know what you’re doing.
You say you’re doing meditation, but what is it that you’re meditating on?    If you’ve done zazen
for five or six years you’re not a child anymore.    So I’m asking you when you come for sanzen
stand on this perspective and give me an answer that doesn’t have any mistakes in it.    But peo-
ple come to me and they say, “I’ve done zazen for seven years.    I’ve done zazen for nine years,”
but  I  have to wonder  what  is  it  that  you’ve been contemplating for  all  those years?      Your
sanzens make me want to cry.    There’s nothing I can do except for cry. (I just think, “komat-
takodesune...what a messed up kid...”)    

Over and over again I’ve talked about the contemplation of the condition of the origin,
but I think I better talk about it again.    In the previous sesshin when Shinzen was translating we
really took alot of time and we took great care to talk about all the details of the activity of the
origin, and so it should be enough just to listen to that tape, but since it’s my birthday sesshin I
better talk about it again here.

What you have to understand is that when I’m ringing you out of sanzen what I’m telling
you is, “That kind of manifestation in sanzen, your kind of answers are terrible!    Your kind of
answers in no way reflect true contemplation.    In no way reflect the true principle.    (Your an-
swers are just your own arbitrary, selfish thinking)    

So we have about fifteen minutes left and I’ll try to explain a little bit about the condition
of the origin, about the condition of perfected wisdom, prajna.    It’s Buddhism which tells us that
with only the activity of expanding it’s impossible to manifest the wisdom which can clearly
grasp the way of being of this world.    And also Buddhism says that it’s impossible to understand
how the world is formed with only the activity of contracting.    What we’re doing in our Zen
practice is, one of the things we’re doing is personifying these two activities and calling the plus
activity male, and the minus activity female.    Originally both plus and minus are mutually op-
posing activities which have no character or personality.    Because they have no personality or
character we can say that they have no I am self.    These two activities of plus and minus are ap-
pearing through the natural principle.    What I’m saying is that both expanding and contracting,
both plus and minus, both tatha-gata and tatha-agata are simply appearing through the principle
of nature.    But it isn’t that enlightened people just arbitrarily named these activities these names
and fixate on these names.

Because  these  two  activities  of  tatha-gata  and  tatha-agata  are  opposing  one  another
maybe we can say that one of the activities is the activity of facing the east, and one of the activi-
ties is the activity of facing the west.    If man and woman go back to back and then start running,
then of course they will never meet one another.    But even if they’re having a big fight and they
turn their backs upon one another and start running they will get tired eventually.    And when
they get tired they stop, but we can’t unconditionally accept this stopping, we have to ask why is
it that they stop.    It’s not possible for man or woman to just face the east and west and run con-
tinually forever.    Inevitably the minus activity will tug on the plus activity.    This is when the ac-
tivities are mutually opposing one another.    The plus activity the male activity is at the same
time pulling on the minus activity, pulling at the female activity and running at the same time.
That’s why they both get tired.    All of you people who are living in the modern world, you don’t
have to study Buddhism to learn about this kind of activity.    Even in elementary school you can
learn about the activity of two mutually opposing forces from your physics teacher. (So even
though you aren’t learning Buddhism, you are learning Buddhism.)    That’s why all of you peo-
ple living now can easily understand that it’s two mutually opposing forces which create the
world that you live in, and your very self.    But why is it that you don’t seem to be able to under-
stand this?    It’s because you yourself are creating the obstructions which are getting in your
way.    You’re creating all these obstructions from different kinds of ways of thinking, different
kinds of ideologies (and religions) that you cook up.    
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For people who are trying to learn Zen the first thing you have to do is contemplate this
condition of the source.    It’s always the case that man and woman are influencing one another as
they act.      That’s why, because of this mutual influencing of one another, that both man and
woman become tired as I said before.    So in order for you to clearly contemplate the condition
of the source I’d like to explain it to you here.    When contemplating the activity of the origin
you  also  have  to  contemplate  what  happens  when  the  condition  of  the  origin  breaks  apart.
That’s the state in which past, present, and future are appearing.    But the condition of the origin
is the condition where only plus and minus are acting, only tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting,
and since I want you to do this activity of kanbo, of contemplating this,    I want you to do this
kind of practice that’s why I should explain it to you.    I want you to seriously, well, I guess it
doesn’t really have to be serious but, anyway I want you to contemplate this condition of the ori-
gin.    This is what I need you to do, and I need you to come to sanzen standing on this kind of
perspective. (If you don’t I can’t help you.)    

In dojos we usually have sanzen in the morning and the evening, well in seikan it’s just in
the morning, but anyway if you do this sanzen everyday for three years, then maybe you will be
able to do true kanbo.    But if you compare the kind of practice that’s going on here, the people
who are residing here, the people who are living here, it’ll take fifteen years of this kind of prac-
tice to equal two or three years of practice in a real dojo.    People say, “I’ve been an officer here
at Mount Baldy seven years.    I’ve been an officer at Mount Baldy for five years,” but when I
look at you it looks like, “Hmmm, this guy, maybe he’s practiced for a year.” I know I shouldn’t
say it, but it’s the truth.    It’s because I’m not gonna live much longer that I feel like I have to be
honest with you.     I don’t want to hear people saying, “I’ve studied Tathagata Zen for seven
years,” or anything like that.

So what kind of conclusion should you give me after your contemplation of the activity
of the origin?    What I’m talking about here is in accordance with, is following the teaching of
the Buddhas and the patriarchs.    They are the ones who clearly contemplated, clearly saw into
this condition of the origin.

I feel tired so maybe we should quit here and it’s time to quit anyway.    The reason I got
tired was because I’m being pulled from my left side by the shika, and pulled by my right side
from the inji and they’re both telling me, “It’s time to stop.    It’s time to stop Roshi!”    But if
people were really, instead of doing that, really encouraging me, and saying, “Here, keep talking,
keep talking, here have a glass of sake keep talking, here have some tea, keep talking, “ then
maybe I would keep talking.    So do you think I should drink this cup of tea and keep talking or
not?    But I am a little tired, only a little mind you, but I’m a little tired, and I’m worried that
some people who are listening, well maybe your tanks are full and you’re about to explode,
maybe you have to go to the bathroom, so I better stop, but tomorrow definitely I will talk about
the condition of the origin. 
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